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The Cleveland Museum of Art and Case Western Reserve University have

completed the first sen^ster in a program which adds twelve new members to the

faculty of the University. The new, mutually beneficial arrangement calls for

members of the f&iseum staff to serve as adjunct professors at the University,

thereby expanding the University’s art history department and affiliating the

Museum staff with a University-degree program.

Although f&iseium curators have given art history courses at Western

Reserve University in the past, previous assignments have been made on an ad hoe

basis without the sanction of a formal agreement between the t>io institutions.

Under the new system. Case Western Reserve University enjoys the

services of twelve new staff members in the art history department. It is

believed that there has never been a departmental staff increment of this

magnitude in tlwj history of American higher education.

The Museum-University relationship underscores what museum officials

throughout the country tend to regard as a growing emphasis upon the interpretive

functions of America’s tmiseums. The proposed new wing at The Cleveland Museum

of Art adds reinforcement to this trend. The new wing, it should be noted, will

substantially increase classroom services at all educetidn levels and will add a

wide range of new features to the Museum’s educational program.

The Museum pointed out that all University art history courses have

taraditionally been held in the Museum, using its collections, classrocans, library

and slide facilities. Dr. James H.. Johnson, Curator of Art History and Education,

is in charge of co-ordinating with the University.
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Most of the courses taught by curators are on an advanced and seminar

level. In addition, curators will work with individual graduate students on

special research projects involving original woi^cs of art in the Museum’s

collections

.

It is anticipated that reciprocal arrangements will be widened further

with Case ¥estern Reserve University faculty members engaging in Museum activities

such as the publication of articles in The Cleveland Museum of Art Bulletin as

well as research and lecture activities on behalf of the museum*
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